
Henry James “translat[ed] the cognitive dispensation of individualized, interiorized modernity
into fictional form” (208), Lang and Haggard preferred a fictional world rigorously external-
ized (on the model of Homer), organized on romance principles. Hensley reads Haggard’s
King Solomon’s Mines as “disclos[ing] a secret compact between the moral discourse of
liberal nation-building [in the colonies] … and a visceral exultation in death,” refusing to
prize apart the supposedly ameliorative and violently expropriative aspects of liberal empire.
The chapter concludes, as of necessity, with Robert Louis Stevenson’s Jekyll and Hyde
(1886), literature’s most famous two-in-one, for Hensley the dialectical image reminding us
that modern liberal reason and lawfulness and atavistic, epic violence “are two names for the
same thing” (241).

As I have suggested, Hensley’s book exhibits considerable self-awareness about method. Its
originality does not lie in its attitude of suspicion toward the now routinely abused “hermeneu-
tics of suspicion” in which “historical texts are cast as symptoms of a cultural or political con-
dition that later literary critics … might diagnose in a heroic mode” (19). The originality
emerges from Hensley’s perception that the habit of seeing texts as “naively ideological”
and critics as diagnosticians “recapitulates the idealist progressivism” he examines in the
book (11): critic and liberal subject alike purport to have attained distanced perspective on
the condition text and preliberal subject inertly manifest. Instead, Hensley proposes a critical
prosopopoeia, regarding his objects of study as actively engaged in putting the affordances of
their various forms to work “to generate concepts in excess of the ideological inputs that pro-
duced them” (19). This emphasis on the active labor of form accounts for the “poetics” in the
book’s subtitle: with regard to both the materials studied and the study itself, the goal is “to
recover the poetic as a category of knowledge-making” (129). The book effectively demon-
strates that “literature does not recapitulate thought; it is itself thought” (83).

Yet Hensley is not immune from condescension toward the past. For the hermeneutics of
suspicion’s oblivious historical text, he substitutes other benighted figures, chiefly all those Vic-
torian proponents of liberalism who failed to see the brutality supposedly inscribed in their
cause, but also including recent critics who have had anything good to say about liberal
ideas. Amanda Anderson is dismissed in a sneering footnote, and a further footnote character-
izes those who participated in the revaluation of such concepts as critical distance, detachment,
or reflective agency as “the ideological forward wing… of themilitarized neoliberalism” emerg-
ing in the George W. Bush years. “[T]he polemical reanimation of the Enlightenment’s concep-
tual legacies,” we read, “showed how fully critical practice could be coopted by what Edward
Said calls ‘the realities of power and authority’ that it is the office of criticism to contest”
(273–74). This “polemical reanimation” turns the scholars Hensley scorns into Frankensteins
resurrecting a wicked liberalism that ought to have stayed in its tomb, preferably with a stake
through its heart. At the risk of being counted among the imperialist stooges, I will conclude
by saying that I dislike these illiberal remarks, which mar an otherwise commendable book.

James Buzard
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
jmbuzard@mit.edu

MARK HURST. British Human Rights Organisations and Soviet Dissent, 1965–1985. London:
Bloomsbury Academic, 2016. Pp. 249. $82.79 (cloth).
doi: 10.1017/jbr.2018.40

Campaigns for international human rights represent a vibrant part of the social activism land-
scape in Britain. Established nongovernmental organizations, or NGOs, such as Amnesty
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International are widely recognized for their work in documenting and campaigning against
global human rights violations. Mark Hurst’s debut monograph investigates the rise of
several influential British human rights NGOs, focusing on those groups that campaigned
to assist dissidents in the Soviet Union facing official persecution for their political and reli-
gious beliefs. Hurst specifically concentrates on the period between the mid-1960s (when
Soviet abuses were first publicized in the West) and the rise of Mikhail Gorbachev and pere-
stroika in the mid-1980s, which accelerated the dissolution of the Soviet state.

Hurst frames his account from the outset as a contribution towards the historiography of
human rights (1). Inspired by Samuel Moyn’s seminal account of human rights emerging as
the “last utopia” in the 1970s, he explores how a range of British human rights organizations
emerged and coalesced around the Soviet dissident issue in the 1960s. Hurst’s central argument
is that these groups struggled for relevance and recognition in the 1960s, and could only flour-
ish and rise to prominence after the mid-1970s due to a changing international environment
more conducive to human rights norms and values. Through his focus on groups of activists,
the book also contributes towards a burgeoning historical literature on NGOs (3), which uses
non-state actors as a prism through which to illuminate political and social change in Britain.

The book is structured into five chapters, grouped into three thematic sections. Chapters 1
and 2 consider how British activists responded to systematic abuses of psychiatry in the Soviet
Union. These abuses resulted in thousands of dissenters being hospitalized for political moti-
vations. Frommodest beginnings in the early 1960s, organizations such as theWorking Group
on the Internment of Dissenters in Mental Hospitals, the Medical and Scientific Committee
for Soviet Jewry, the Campaign Against Psychiatric Abuse, and Amnesty International collec-
tively professionalized and developed into high profile and internationally coordinated NGOs
on the issue of Soviet psychiatry by the late 1970s.

Chapters 3 and 4 examine the British response to Soviet religious persecution, focusing on
the Women’s Campaign for Soviet Jewry (the famous “35’s”) and the Centre for the Study of
Religion and Communism (more commonly known as Keston College). Hurst documents
how these groups transformed over the course of the 1960s and 1970s, from marginalized
amateurs into professionalized NGOs with considerable popular support and political influ-
ence. The Women’s Campaign for Soviet Jewry is a particularly intriguing case study in this
regard, as it evolved rapidly from a naïve and ill-informed group into a recognized and
trusted source of information on Soviet Jewry, with close connections to government (101).

Chapter 5 investigates Amnesty International, generally recognized as the most influential
human rights NGO since its inception in the early 1960s. Hurst explores how Amnesty’s cam-
paigning for Soviet dissidents was always entangled with the organization’s broader drive to
appear impartial and neutral in the Cold War, and discusses the inherent difficulties and ten-
sions associated with maintaining such a position (150). In documenting Amnesty’s genesis
and historical trajectory, Hurst makes an important contribution to the historiography of a par-
ticularly significant British NGO.

This is a meticulously researched book, which features substantial primary research under-
taken in the archives of NGOs and individuals in Britain, the Netherlands, and the United
States. Supplementing this archival work are oral histories, memoirs, media articles, and pub-
lished reports. The connection of Soviet dissidents with British activists is a new and welcome
transnational perspective, which advances our understanding of how international human
rights campaigning unfolded during a critical moment in its own history.

However, the book’s contribution is limited by weaknesses in methodology, approach, and
argument. All five chapters are essentially organizational narratives of how different NGOs
developed from the 1960s to the 1980s, highlighting their institutional structures, key person-
nel, internal decision making, financial constraints, and lobbying tactics. While of interest to
specialists, Hurst does not sufficiently connect these descriptive narratives with larger ques-
tions and debates in the wider historiography. Furthermore, the book’s central argument
(that these NGOs could only gain recognition in the late 1970s because of structural shifts
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in international relations) is reductionist and lacks nuance. Hurst accepts this shift as objective
fact and never complicates it, nor does he fully explain how studying British human rights cam-
paigns for Soviet dissidents can shed new light upon it.

The book would be enhanced significantly by contextualizing its account of British human
rights NGOs in broader and intersecting historical trajectories. These could have included
the end of empire, détente, technological developments in the mass media, shifting attitudes
towards distant suffering, rising affluence and post-materialism, changes in religious belief,
and structural shifts in the political left. Given the focus on Britain, the lack of any reference
to empire was particularly surprising to this reviewer, as decolonization and a retreat from impe-
rial violence may provide one alternative explanation for an upsurge in human rights in the
1970s. Ultimately, for a book that is concerned with British human rights activism between
the 1960s and the 1980s, Hurst’s has remarkably little to say of substance on the changing cul-
tural, economic, political, and social environment within Britain itself during this period.

Hurst’s monograph thus misses an inviting opportunity to connect its empirical case studies
to larger historiographies on international human rights, NGOs, global governance, andmodern
British history.While this lack of range unfortunately constrains the book’s relevance, it remains a
finely researched and impressively synthesized work of historical scholarship. The book will
interest not only historians of British NGOs and Soviet dissidents, but all scholars concerned
with how modern human rights campaigns have been waged against authoritarian states.

Andrew Jones
Warwick University
A.Jones.12@warwick.ac.uk

PAUL JACKSON.Colin Jordan and Britain’s Neo-Nazi Movement: Hitler’s Echo. AModern History
of Politics and Violence. London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2017. Pp. 304. $102.60 (cloth).
doi: 10.1017/jbr.2018.41

Colin Jordan (1923–2009) was a leading figure of the British neo-Nazi scene and a highly col-
orful character. Until recently, however, the only existing biography of Jordan was the self-pub-
lished Twaz a Good Fight! The Life of Colin Jordan (2014), written by Stephen L. Frost, a
sympathizer, supporter, and member of one of the groups founded by Jordan. That book,
not surprisingly, is biased and uncritically admiring of Jordan. Now, however, Paul Jackson,
senior lecturer in history at the University of Northampton, has written a very detailed,
well-researched, well-written, objective, and highly accessible account of Jordan’s life and
work, although the volume was not originally intended as a conventional biography.

Jordan was one of the most obscure characters of British postwar history. During the 1960s,
he regularly contested parliamentary elections, invariably losing his deposit. He was jailed for
eighteen months for distributing a racist leaflet, fined for stealing three pairs of women’s
underpants from a Tesco store in Leamington Spa, and often denounced as a “repulsive
brute” by his political opponents and as cowardly and corrupt even by other right-wing and
fascist would-be Führers. In short, Jordan cut a comic figure in many people’s eyes. Further-
more, the British neo-Nazi and far-right movement was very small: groups and parties strug-
gled to secure any seat in the British parliament and never posed a genuine threat to the
political mainstream. Why, then, study Colin Jordan?

Jackson’s book is important for the two main points it makes. First, given that the only pre-
vious biography was, as noted, admiring and uncritical, Jackson’s offering places Jordan and his
life—the life of a highly active and vigorous revolutionary nationalist—into a correct historical
perspective. Secondly, by placing Jordan into this perspective and using his political life as a kind
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